Accessing Next Bus vehicle prediction data

Note: This page contains instructions for accessing real-time transit data concerning vehicle arrival predictions. Route and schedule data, which represents intended service, will be available shortly and this page will be updated accordingly.

Instructions for accessing Next Bus XML data

Download printable version of these instructions (accessible PDF)

Included are steps for accessing and utilizing AC Transit information supplied within NextBus’s Extensible Markup Language (XML) feed. The XML feed data is accessed using Web addresses (URLs) with parameters specified in the query string. This document provides the URLs that can be used and examples of the XML that is returned.

Before proceeding you should be familiar with XML and URL strings or representational state transfer (REST) web services.

For a brief introduction to XML please visit the sites listed below:

- w3schools.com introduction to XML
- CodeGuru.com introduction to XML

For a brief introduction to RESTful web services please visit the site listed below:

- InfoQ.com introduction to REST

Terms & Conditions

Access to the AC Transit Next Bus XML data feed is granted on the following conditions:

- AC Transit provides access to the Next Bus data as a public service. Access to the data feed does not constitute a grant of a license or a grant of any rights whatsoever to the data feed. The data provided via the XML data feed are public records, but the feed is not.
- A user accesses the data feed and utilizes the data at its own risk. AC Transit disclaims any and all liability arising from or related to a user's access to the data feed or use of the data.
- AC Transit reserves the right to suspend the XML data feed, modify the feed or modify elements of the feed at any time.
- AC Transit will not provide any technical support of any kind to users.
- AC Transit contracts NextBus Inc. to provide this feed until April 2013. AC Transit makes no guarantees to continue the XML feed in the same (or any) format after this date.
• No user may execute polling commands more often than every 10 seconds. A user that polls more often than that or otherwise overtaxes the Next Bus system may be suspended or terminated from the data feed.

Comments and suggestions regarding the data feed may be sent to:

nextbus@actransit.org

**Stability of XML Feed**

It is intended that the commands and the resulting XML data change as little as possible in the future. There will be situations, though, when the feed will need to change. For example, AC Transit might add other XML elements and properties. This should not affect a proper XML client because any new elements should simply be ignored by system.

**Commands**

The commands can be broken into several categories. There are configuration requests, prediction requests, a vehicle location request and an arrival/departure times request. The arrival/departure request is not intended for the public. The format of the URL command is:

http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=commandName&a=actransit&additionalParams...

**Error Messages**

Commands can return an Error XML object if there is some type of problem, e.g., the system has not been initialized yet or bad parameters were used in the URL. When an Error XML object is returned, it has an attribute called shouldRetry. If the error was returned only because the server was initializing, then shouldRetry will be set to true. For this case, the application should try the URL again after waiting 10 seconds. If the shouldRetry attribute is set to false, there is an error due to the URL and simply retrying the URL again will not fix the problem.

An error message looks like:

```xml
<body>
  <Error shouldRetry="true">
      Agency server cannot accept client while status is: agency name = actransit, status = UNINITIALIZED, client count = 0, last even = 0 seconds ago Could not get route list for agency tag "actransit".
      Either the route tag is bad or the system is initializing.
  </Error>
</body>
```
Configuration Requests

Note: For all commands below an agency tag, “a” should be included in the query string and set to actransit (i.e., a=actransit).

Command "routeList"

To obtain a list of routes for an agency, use the "routeList" command. The agency is specified by the "a" parameter in the query string. The tag for the agency as obtained from the agencyList command should be used.

The format of the command is:

http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=routeList&a=actransit

The resulting XML will be in the following form (note: the shortTitle element is provided only if it is different than the standard title element. If no shortTitle element is provided, simply use the standard title element). For the example URL:

http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=routeList&a=actransit

The resulting XML is in the form:

```
<body copyright="All data copyright AC Transit 2010.">
<route tag="B" title="B Trestle Glen Transbay" shortTitle="B"/>
<route tag="C" title="C Moraga Ave., Piedmont Ave. Transbay" shortTitle="C"/>
<route tag="CB" title="CB Broadway Terrace Transbay" shortTitle="CB"/>
<route tag="DA" title="DA Ardenwood - Oracle Transbay" shortTitle="DA"/>
<route tag="DB" title="DB Dumbarton Express (Palo Alto Caltrain)" shortTitle="DB"/>
<route tag="DB1" title="DB1 Dumbarton Express (Oregon Expressway, VA Hospital)" shortTitle="DB1"/>
<route tag="DB3" title="DB3 Dumbarton Express (East Palo Alto)" shortTitle="DB3"/>
<route tag="E" title="E Claremont Ave. Transbay" shortTitle="E"/>
```

Command "routeConfig"

To obtain a list of routes, use the "routeConfig" command. The agency is specified by the "a" parameter in the query string. The tag for the agency as obtained from the agencyList command should be used. The route is optionally specified by the "r" parameter. The tag for the route is obtained using the routeList command. If the "r" parameter is not specified, XML data for all routes for the agency is returned.

The format of the command is:
http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=routeConfig&a=actransit&r=<route tag>

The resulting XML will be in the following form (note: the shortTitle element for the stops is provided only if it is different than the standard title element. If no shortTitle element is provided, simply use the standard title element). For the example URL:

http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=routeConfig&a=actransit&r=B

The resulting XML is in the form:

```xml
<body copyright="All data copyright AC Transit 2010."/>

<route tag="B" title="B Trestle Glen Transbay" shortTitle="B" color="d088ba" oppositeColor="000000" latMin="37.7903499" latMax="37.8251599" lonMin="-122.39558" lonMax="-122.23079">
  <stop tag="1012000" title="Grosvenor Pl & Holman Rd" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.8062294" lon="-122.23111" stopId="54378"/>
  <stop tag="1012010" title="Grosvenor Pl & Trestle Glen Rd" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.8075199" lon="-122.231099" stopId="59003"/>
  <stop tag="1013170" title="Holman Rd & Trestle Glen Rd" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.8067886" lon="-122.2325744" stopId="52750"/>
  <stop tag="1013200" title="Longridge Rd & Carlston Av" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.80987" lon="-122.23248" stopId="53342"/>
  <stop tag="1014240" title="Longridge Rd & Grosvener Pl" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.8099999" lon="-122.23079" stopId="54472"/>
  <stop tag="1014260" title="Longridge Rd & Rosemount Rd" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.80971" lon="-122.2395999" stopId="50587"/>
  <stop tag="1014270" title="Longridge Rd & Verrada Rd" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.8094" lon="-122.3575999" stopId="57980"/>
  <stop tag="1014970" title="Macarthur Blvd & Grand Av" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.81017" lon="-122.2499199" stopId="51195"/>
  <stop tag="1020760" title="Trestle Glen Rd & Brookwood Rd (West Jctn)" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.8071399" lon="-122.23684" stopId="58380"/>
  <stop tag="1020770" title="Trestle Glen Rd & Lake Shore Av (Wesley Wy" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.8106499" lon="-122.24273"/>
  <stop tag="1020780" title="Trestle Glen Rd & Stratford Rd" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.8092999" lon="-122.24085" stopId="51821"/>
  <stop tag="1020790" title="Trestle Glen Rd & Sunnyhills Rd" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.8072599" lon="-122.24368" stopId="54409"/>
  <stop tag="1031300" title="Longridge Rd & Lakeshore Ave" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.8110399" lon="-122.24244" stopId="50142"/>
  <stop tag="1400070" title="San Francisco Terminal" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.7903499" lon="-122.39558" stopId="53474"/>
  <stop tag="Dtopl" title="Virtual Stop For Toll Plaza (EB)" dirTag="B_43_0" lat="37.8229816" lon="-122.3186404" stopId="51364"/>
  <stop tag="1013570" title="Lake Park Av & Grand Av" dirTag="B_32_1" lat="37.8133999" lon="-122.24762" stopId="54443"/>
  <stop tag="1013580" title="Lake Park Av & Lake Shore Av" dirTag="B_32_1" lat="37.8102999" lon="-122.24669" stopId="55580"/>
  <stop tag="1020770" title="Trestle Glen Rd & Lake Shore Av (Wesley Wy" dirTag="B_32_1" lat="37.8106499" lon="-122.24273" stopId="55282"/>
```
```
Prediction Requests

Prediction requests are used to obtain arrival predictions for a stop or a set of stops.

Command "predictions"

To obtain predictions associated with a stop, use the "predictions" command. The agency is specified by the "a" parameter in the query string. The tag for the agency as obtained from the agencyList command should be used.
There are two ways to specify the stop: 1) using a stopId or 2) by specifying the route, direction and stop tags. The "stopId" is specified in the form "stopId=0001". The route is specified by the "r" parameter. The direction tag is only needed if you want directions for only particular trip patterns. But usually you can simply not specify the direction tag and get predictions for all trip patterns. The tag for the route is obtained using the routeList command. The stop is specified by the "s" parameter. The tag for the stop is obtained using the routeConfig command. One can also specify the useShortTitles=true parameter so that shorter names for the agency, route, direction and stop are returned if shorter names are available. Shorter names can be useful for smaller displays such as with wireless devices.

The predictions are returned in both seconds and minutes. The minute value is what should currently be displayed. The second value can be used to determine when the minute value will change requiring an update. Predictions should only be displayed in minutes, rounding down the number of seconds. If a stop is a departure then the additional tag isDeparture="true" is provided as part of the prediction.

The stop for which predictions will be returned can be specified using either a unique numerical stop ID that corresponds to the physical stop or by a route tag, direction tag and stop tag. The stop ID and route, direction and stop tags can all be determined using the command "routeConfig".

The format of the command for obtaining predictions for a particular stop using a stop tag is as follows. Note: for some large agencies such as actransit there are multiple trip patterns/directions that serve the stop. In order to get predictions for all trip patterns that serve the stop you should not specify the direction.

http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=prediction&n=a=actransit&r=<route tag>&d=<direction tag>&s=<stop tag>

The two URLs to obtain predictions for a physical stop identified by a numerical stop ID are shown below. The first example does not specify a route tag so predictions for all routes that serve the stop will be returned. If predictions are desired for only a single route then the optional routeTag should be specified in the URL as shown in the second example.

1) http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=prediction&s&a=actransit&n=stopId=<stop id>

or

2) http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=prediction&s&a=actransit&n=stopId=<stop id>&routeTag=<route tag>

Note: Can also use the query string option useShortTitles=true to have the XML feed return short titles intended for display devices with small screens.
An example of obtaining predictions by specifying a route, direction and stop tag is shown below.

http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=predictions&a=actransit&r=1&s=57000&useShortTitles=true

The resulting XML is in the form:

```
<body>
  <predictions agencyTitle="San Francisco Muni, CA" routeTag="N" routeCode="1" routeTitle="N - Judah" stopTitle="Civic Center Station Outbound">
    <direction title="Outbound toward Ocean Beach" >
      <prediction seconds="563" minutes="9" epochTime="1229637162309" isDeparture="false" dirTag="N__OB2" block="9703" />
      <prediction seconds="1250" minutes="20" epochTime="1229638264817" isDeparture="false" dirTag="N__OB2" block="9702" />
    </direction>
    <direction title="Outbound to 34th Ave" >
      <prediction seconds="123" minutes="2" epochTime="1229637162309" isDeparture="true" dirTag="N__OB1" block="9708" />
      <prediction seconds="621" minutes="10" epochTime="1229637162309" isDeparture="true" dirTag="N__OB1" block="9707" />
    </direction>
    <message text="No Muni metro service btwn Caltrain/Embarc. &amp; Castro after 10pm Mon-Fri. Bus service provided."/>
  </predictions>
</body>
```

Note: the predictions are grouped by direction. For situations where buses on a line have different destinations because some turn back earlier than others, the predictions presented to the user can provide this important piece of information.

**Command "predictionsForMultiStops"**

To obtain predictions associated with multiple stops, use the "predictionsForMultiStops" command. The agency is specified by the "a" parameter in the query string. The tag for the agency as obtained from the agencyList command should be used. The stops are specified by using the "stops" parameter multiple times. Each stop is separated by the "|" character and each stop is represented by a route, direction and stop identifier, concatenated together. One can also specify the useShortTitles=true parameter so that shorter names for the agency, route, direction and stop are returned if shorter names are available. Shorter names can be useful for smaller displays such as with wireless devices.

Predictions should only be displayed in minutes, rounding down the number of seconds.
The format of the command for obtaining predictions for a list of stops is (where a stop specified is a route tag and a stop tag separated by the "|" character):

http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=predictions&a=actransit&stops=<stop 1>&stops=<stop 2>&stops=<stop 3>

For the example URL:

http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=predictionsForMultiStops&a=actransit&stops=1|null|0301545&stops=1|null|1008290

The resulting XML will be in the form:

<body copyright="All data copyright AC Transit 2010.">

−

<predictions agencyTitle="AC Transit" routeTitle="1 Berkeley to Bay Fair via Telegraph and International" routeTag="1" stopTitle="Center St & Shattuck Sq (Berkeley Bart Sta" stopTag="0301545">

−

<direction title="Bay Fair BART">

<prediction seconds="278" minutes="4" epochTime="1277415900000" isDeparture="true" dirTag="1_22_0" vehicle="2006" block="01009"/>

<prediction seconds="1178" minutes="19" epochTime="1277416800000" isDeparture="true" dirTag="1_22_0" vehicle="2047" block="01021"/>

<prediction seconds="2078" minutes="34" epochTime="1277417700000" isDeparture="true" dirTag="1_22_0" vehicle="2007" block="01010"/>

<prediction seconds="2978" minutes="49" epochTime="1277418600000" isDeparture="true" dirTag="1_22_0" vehicle="3122" block="01005"/>

</direction>

</predictions>

−

<predictions agencyTitle="AC Transit" routeTitle="1 Berkeley to Bay Fair via Telegraph and International" routeTag="1" stopTitle="International Blvd & 10th Av" stopTag="1008290">

−

<direction title="Bay Fair BART">


Vehicle Location Requests

Vehicle locations are used to draw vehicles on a map or to simply store them in a database. The vehicle locations must not be polled more than once every 10 seconds.

Command "vehicleLocations"

To obtain a list of current vehicle locations for vehicles whose locations have changed since a specified time, use the "vehicleLocations" command. The tag for the agency as obtained from the agencyList command should be used. The route is specified by the "r" parameter. The tag for the route is obtained using the routeList command.

The 't' parameter specifies the previous time that is to be compared to the current time; the value for 't' would normally be the time parameter value of the lastTime node that was returned as part of the result of your program's immediately previous request of the vehicleLocations command. The time is specified in milliseconds (msec) since the epoch. If you specify a time of 0, then lastTime is taken to mean 15 minutes before the command request.

The format of the command for obtaining vehicle location is:

http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=vehicleLocations&a=actransit&r=<route tag>&t=<epoch time in msec>

For the example URL:

http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=vehicleLocations&a=actransit&r=1&t=1144953500233

The resulting XML is in the form:
and the next vehicleLocations command your program would issue would be the following:

http://webservices.nextbus.com/service/publicXMLFeed?command=vehicleLocations&a=actransit&r=1&t=1144953510433